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Let D(u) denote the maximum number of pairwise disjoint Steiner triple systems 
of order u. In this paper the following theorems are proved: 
THEOREM 1. If D(l + 4n) = 4n - 1, n is a positive integer, and p E (1, 2, 5), 
then D(l + 12pn) = 12pn - 1. 
THEOREM 2. Zf D(l + 12n) = 12n - 1, n is an odd number, and p E (7, 111, 
then D(1 $ 12pn) = 12pn - 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Steiner system S(t, k, V) is a pair (S, /3), where S is a v-set and p is a 
collection of k-subsets of S called hocks, such that a t-subset of S occurs in 
exactly one block of p. In particular, an S(2, 3, V) is called a Steiner triple 
system of order v (briefly STS(v)). It is well known that there is an STS(v) if 
and only if v E 1 or 3 (mod 6). Two STSs, (S, /3,) and (S, &), are said to be 
disjoint provided p, n/3, = 0. We denote by D(v) the maximum number of 
pairwise disjoint STSs of order v, and it is easy to show that D(v) < v - 2 
for v > 1. If D(v) = v - 2, then this means that the set of all triples out of a 
set of size v can be partitioned into v - 2 subsets so that each of them forms 
an STS(v). We call any set of v - 2 pairwise disjoint STS(v) a large set of 
disjoint STS(v) and denote it by LTS(v). The purpose of this paper is to 
prove: 
THEOREM 1. Zf D(1 + 4n) = 4n - 1, n is a positive integer, and 
p E { 1,2,5}, then D(1 + 12pn) = 12pn - 1. 
THEOREM 2. Zf D( 1 + 12n) = 12n - 1, n is an odd number, and 
p E (7, ll}, then D(1 + 12pn) = 12pn - 1. 
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We will divide the first theorem into Theorems 4, 5, and 7, and prove 
them in Sections 4 and 6. And we will divide the second theorem into 
Theorems 9 and 10, and prove them in Sections 9 and 11, respectively. 
In what follows, I,, will denote the set of nonnegative integers smaller than 
n, e.g., I3 = (0, 1, 2). Z, will denote the cycle of residue mod n. Fq will 
denote the finite field of order q. In particular, F, = (0, 1) c F4 = (0, 1, a, b} 
(a’ = b, b* = a, 1 + a + b = 0). F$ = Fq\{O}. The letters U, u, w, y, and z 
(with or without subscripts) will denote elements of F4, Ft, Z, , F,, and F2, 
respectively. 
We shall use the transversal design Z’(k, n) which occurs frequently in the 
literature on block designs, it is a triad (X, 8, cl), where X is a set of kn 
elements, 2 = {G,, G, ,..., Gk-,} is a partition of X into kn-subsets Gi (called 
groups), and cl is a class of k-subsets of X (called blocks) such that 
IA n G,] = 1 for each block A and group Gi, and for any pair of distinct 
elements which belong to different groups, there is a unique block A 
containing this pair. It is well known that the existence of a transversal 
design T(k, n) is equivalent to the existence of k - 2 mutually orthogonal 
Latin squares of order II. By Bose-Shrikhande-Parker theorem [2] a design 
T(4, n) does exist whenever )2 # 2, 6. In this paper we shall use the following 
two designs: (F4 x Z,, 8,) cl,) and (F,, x F, x Z,, p2, cl,); the one is a 
design T(4, n) with n # 2,6 and y1 = {{u} x Z, ) u E F,}, and the other is a 
design T(4,2n) with n # I,3 and f12 = {{u} x F, x Z, ( u E F4}. Throughout, 
we shall use an expression B E ci to denote the fact that there is a block A 
such that B c A E cl. 
Let X be a set of n elements. We shall need to decompose n(2n - 1) unor- 
dered pairs formed from the set F, x X into 2n systems &,,,[X] (u E F,, 
x E X) such that 
(C,,) each system i;o,.[X] contains n - 1 mutually disjoint pairs not 
containing the elements (0, x) and (1, x), and 
(C,,) each system j,,[X] contains n mutually disjoint pairs. 
For any positive integer n such a decomposition always exists. Hanani has 
given their constructions [4, Sect. 21, though the notations he used are 
somewhat different from those introduced here. 
2. AUXILIARY DESIGN AD* 
Now let X be a set of 3m elements, where m is a positive integer. Any 
3-subset or 4-subset of the set X is called a block. Suppose we have five sets 
of blocks of X: /I!,,, (i, y) E (I, x FJ\{ (0, 0)}, which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
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(C,,> Pal, PloT and P,, each consists of 3-subsets 0 of X (called 
triples), and &, and &r each consists of 4-subsets of X (called quadruples), 
but it is possible that some of them are empty. 
(C,,) These five sets of blocks are pairwise disjoint, and every 
2-subset of X is contained in exactly one block of these sets. 
(C,,) pro Up,, partitions X. 
From these conditions we get I&,UP,,I=m and 2~&oUfi21~+~&l~= 
3m(m - 1)/2 immediately. Such a set of five sets of blocks is called an 
auxiliary design and is denoted by AD* [X] or AD*(m) (occasionally 
AD *). 
The use of AD* lies in the fact that an AD* can generate a series of 
pairwise disjoint STSs. As an AD* [X] is given, we set up a system of 
mappings we (B E GalOUBll uP,ouPd) such that for every B E 
(f?,, Up,,), wB: B + Ff is a one-one mapping, and for every B E &-, U &,), 
vB: B + F4 is a one-one mapping, too. Further we define a system of 
wviw v;, (B E Go,, UP,,)> by WA(X) = 4w&))’ + b&) + 1 if x E 4 
namely, I&(X) = 1 if v,(x) = a, =0 otherwise. Let S = {co} U (X-X F, X 
F, x Z,), then for any y, z, W, and positive integer n # 1,3, we can construct 
a triple system on S which consists of 8 parts and the forms of triples of 
each part are specified as follows: 
Part 1. {Q (xo,Yo9zo, woh (XlTYl9Z19 w,)} provided there exist x2, y’, 
z2 and w2 such that B = {x0, x1, $1 E BIYI, vl&r) = w&~), {(wB(%), zo + 
Y’vILd%)9 wo), (%3(x,h z1 + y’w&J, WI), (vfd-4, z2 +y’e?(-G w2)9 
(0, Z, w)} E clr, Y, =y + Y’ + zr &(x0) +Y’vI;)(x& and Y, = 1 +Y +Y’ + 
z2ty;r(xI) + y’t&(xo). This gives 6 IpI U/3,, 1 n triples. 
Every triple of Parts 2-8 does not contain the element co, therefore the 
general form of their triples is {(x0, y,, zo, w,), (x1, Y, , Z1, w,), 
(x,, y,, z2, w,)}, but it must satisfy the following additional conditions for 
each part: 
Part 2. {x~,x~,x~}EP~~, Y~+Y,+Y,=Y, zo+zI+z2=z9 and wo+ 
w, + w2 = w. This gives 16 ]/?,,I n* triples. 
Part 3. There exist B and y’ such that {x0, x1, x2} c B E I&, V&i) = 
u’for each i~1~,~~+y~=y,y~+y~=y’,z~+z~+z~=~, and w,+w,+ 
w2 = w. 
Part 4. There exist B and y’ such that {x0,x,, x2} c B E&f, 
~~(xi)=~iforeachiEI2,~,(x2)=O,~o+y,=y+~,yo+~~=~+~‘~~~+ 
z,+z2=z, and w,+w,+w,=w. 
Part 5. There exist B and y’ such that {x0, x,, x2} c B E &f, Y'B(Xi> = 
a i+2 for each iEI,, ~B(x2)=0,yo+yl=y’+1,~1+~2=~+~‘+1,Z~+ 
z, + z2 = z, and w. + w, + w2 = w. 
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Part 6. There exist B and y’ such that {x0, x1, xz} c B E &,,,, yB(xi) = 
a it1 for each iE1*, ~e(x2)=0,yo+y,=y+y’+ l,y,+y,=y’, zO+z,+ 
z*=z, and w,,+w1+w2=w. 
Parts 3-6 give 32 I&,, U/.?,, ] nz triples. 
Part 7. There exist xj, y’, y”, z’, z3, w’, and wj such that 
(i) x~=x~,B=~x~,x,,x~~~P~~~~,w~(x~)=(~+Y~)w~(x)~ 1 9 
(ii> {(Y19 z,, WA, (Y2, z2, w2)} E ~yY’LlWP2 X Z,l; 
(iii) NW&~), z. + V%(xl)~ wo), (w&A, z’ + f%(x3)~ 4, (w&3)9 
z3 +Y”w~@,), w3), (0, z, w)) E cl, ; and 
(iv) y. + y + y’ + ~‘v#~> + y”vA(x,) + yn(z’ + z3) @x0) = 0. 
If x0, x, , x3, yo, y”, zO, and w. satisfying condition (i) are given, then they 
uniquely determine z’, z3, w’, and w3 by (iii), and y’ by (iv), so that a 
&,,z,wl[Fz x Z,] is uniquely determined. As (y,, zo, wo) runs over F, x 
F,xZ,,, accordingly, (y’, z’, w’) runs over F, X F, X Z, also, and 
2n(4n - 1) triples in Part 7 are obtained in this way. Then it follows that this 
part gives 6 ]/I,, Up,, 1 n(4n - 1) triples. 
Part 8. There exists y’ such that {x~,x,,x~}=BE~~,,~, ty,(x,)= 
w&J = &3(x,), {(%(X0), zo + Y’V&), WCA (W&I>, ZI + Y’Wtr(Xo>, w,), 
(%W~ z2 +Y’v4w~ w2h (0, z9 WI} E cl29 Yo =Y + 21 vi#(xo) +Y’v~(x*)~ 
y, = y + z2 r&(x,) + y’t&(x,), and y, = y + z. &(x2) + Y’I&(x,). This gives 
2 Ipro Up, r 1 12 triples. 
The triple system defined above will be denoted by (AD*[X], ~~lg)~~,,,, and 
we have 
LEMMA 1. For any (Y, z, w> E F2 x F2 x Z,, (S, (AD* [Xl, w,),,,,,) is an 
STS(l + 12mn), where S={~~)U(XXF~XF,XZ,), ]X]=3m and 
n # 1,3. 
Proof: Direct calculation shows that the number of triples contained in 
(AD*[X], w~),,~,,, does not exceed 2mn(l + 12mn), therefore we only have to 
show that every pair P of distinct elements of S is contained in some triple of 
(AD*, WB)yrw* All the possibilities are exhausted as follows (x0, x, E X): 
(1) p= IQ (Xo,Yo, zo, wo)}. By condition (C,,) there exist B and y’ 
such that x0 E B E ply, . Assume B = {x0, xi, x2} and u/,(x,) = avB(xo). By 
the property of the transversal design there exist z, , W, , z2, and w2 such that 
{(v&o), zo +Ywx2), wok (v&1>* Zl +Ywxo>~ WI), (w&2>, z2 + 
Y’w;(xA w2), (0, zy ~11 E ~1,. If y, = Y + Y’ + z1 vXx,> + ~‘vXx,h then p = 
{a~, (xo,yo, zo, wo), (x,,Y,, zl, wl)l E Pati 1, where y,=l+y+y’+ 
z2 I&(X,) + y’t&(xo); and if y, = 1 + y + Y’ + z, wk(xo) + Y’v~(x~>, then P = 
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{m (X2,YZY z29 w*h (XO9YOT Z Y wo)} E Part 1, where y, =y + y’ + zot&,(xz) t 
Y’v;txJ 
(2) P={(x,,Y~,z~,~~),(x~,Y~,z~,~~)~. BY (C23> there existB andy” 
such that x, E B E fi,,,,. Assume B = {x0, x1, x3 1, vllp(xo) = (b + Y”) v,(q), 
and elements y’, z’, and w’ satisfy {(vl, zl, w,), ty2, z2, w2)j E 
&‘r,w,[F2 x Z,]. There exist zo, z3, wo, and w3 such that { (v,(x,), z. + 
Y”V4ltXd~ WO)¶ tvLIw z’ +Yv;(x3)9 w’), (v&3), z3 +Y”v;(xo)Y w3h 
(0, z, w)} E cl,. There follows p c {(Xo,Yo9 zo, wo), (XI7YI9Z1, WI>, 
(x1,y2, z2, w2)J E Pati 7, where Yo =Y + Y’ + z’v;txo> + Y”VXX,) + 
Y”(Z’ + z3) v~(xo). 
(3) P= {txo,~o,zo, wok (x~,Y~,z~, w,>l (xo#x,). BY CC,,) there exist 
i, y” and B such that {x0,x1} c B E&,,,. Consider three cases: 
(i) i=O,y”= 1. In this case P is contained in some triple in Part 2. 
(ii) i = 1. Without loss of generality we may assume B = {x0, x, , x3) 
and vB(xo) = (b + y”) vlg(xr). There exist z3, z’, w3, and w’ such that 
{(Vlg(XO)~ zo +Y”v4w wo), (%(X,)9 z' +Y"ylxx3)9 W'L (v/&3)9 z3 + 
Y"V&>, w3), (O,z, w)) 65 cl,. Setting y’ = y, + y + z’&(xo) + y’&(x,) + 
y”(z’ + z3) &(x0), we distinguish the cases (y’, z’, w’) # (0, zr , w,) and 
(Y’, z’, w’) = (0, 21, WI): 
(iia) (y’, z’, w’) # (0, z,, wi). There exist y,, z2, and w, such 
that {(Ye, zl, w,), (y2, z2, w2)l E ~ylrlwl[~2 X Z,l. There 
fdows PC {(Xo,Y,, zo, wo), tx19Y,,zllwl)~ (X27Y29 
z2, w,)} E Part 7. 
(iib) (y’, z’, w’) = (0, zi , w,). If Y,=l+Y+z,w;l(x,)+ 
yV;(x3)+y"(z3 +zo) u/;r(x,), then PE {CQ, (x~,Y~,z~, w,), 
(xl,yl,zl, w,)} E Part 1. 
This can be verified separately for the cases y” = 0 and y” = 1, but in the 
latter case it is necessary to interchange (x0, yo, zo, wo) with (xl, y1 , z,, w,). 
And if yr =y + z3w&) +Y”v;(x~) +Y”(z, + zo) w&q>, then PC {(xo,yo, 
zo,wo), (xl,~,,zl,wl), (x3,y3,z3,wj)JEPart8, where~~=~+z~v4tx~)+ 
Y”V4dxO> + Y”(Z0 + 21) v&3)- 
(iii) i = 2. We only discuss the case w,(x,) = 1 and w,(x,) = a, other 
cases are similar to it. If y. # +yr =y, then P is contained in some triple in 
Part 3, and if y, + yr =y + 1, P is in Part 4. 
The lemma is thus proved. 
3. LAD,(m) 
Let X be a set of 3m elements and there be 3m - 1 AD*[X] : ADT[X] = 
{j?{:, 1 (i, y) E (I, X F2)\{(0, 0)}}, j E I,,,- 1. Such a set of 3m - 1 AD* [X] is 
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called a large set of auxiliary designs of the first class and is denoted by 
LAD,[X] or LAD,(m), if conditions (C,,)-(C,,) are satisfied: 
(C,,) For any triple T of the set X, there exist j, i, y, and B such that 
TcBE/3{,. 
CC321 Ujsl,,-lPiO= UjeI,m-lPilT i= l, 2- 
(C,,) For any pair {x,x’} of the set X (x # x’), there exist a uniquej 
and a unique B such that {x,x’} c B E /3{,,. 
As an LAD,[X] is given, we can always set up a system of mappings ye 
tB E U~j.i,y)EI,,-,x,l,Z)XFZ j?{,,) such that for every B E /3jly, ‘ye: B + Ff is a 
one-one mapping, and for every B E &, yg: B + F4 is also a one-one 
mapping (j E 13m-, , y E F2). Further let there be given ({a } U (F2 x 
F, X Z,), /I) which is an STS(1 + 4n) where positive integer n # 1, 3. Let 
S = {co } U (X X F, X F, X Z,). Then for any y, z, and w, we can construct 
a triple system on S which consists of 3 parts and the forms of triples of 
each part are specified as follows: 
Part 1. (~0, (x,yo, zo, wo), (x,Y,, zI, w,)} pmvided x E X and {co, 
007 zo7 wok (YlT z19 w*)l E Pm 
Part 2. 1 (x, yo, zo, wo), (x, yl, z, , w,), (x, y, , z2, w&J provided x E X 
and {(Y~~z~~w~)~ CJW~~W~)~ (Y~~z~~w~)I~P. 
Part 3. ~(xo~~o~zo,wo)~ (x1,~17zl~w1)9 (x2,y2,z2,w2)} provided B= 
{xoy xl7 ~21 E Ujet,,-,P{o, v&J = a' for each i E I,, ((1, zo, wo), 
(a,z,,w,), (~Y+Y,+Y,, w+w,)}Ecl, andy,+y,+z,+z=O. 
The triple system defined above will be denoted by (LAD,[X], ~~,/3)Yzw 
and we have 
LEMMA 2. For any (Y, z, w) E F, x F2 x Z,, , (& (LAD, [Xl, we, P),,,,) 
is an STS( 1 + 12mn), where S = {co } U (X X F, X F, X Z,), 1x1 = 3m, and 
n# 1,3. 
ProoJ It is easy to see that every pair of the form {co, (x, yo, zo, wo)} or 
{(XYYOV zo7 wo), (x, y, , zl, wi)} is in exactly one triple in Part 1 or 2 (x E X). 
Next consider the pair P = {(x, ,y,, zl, wl), (x2,yz, z2, wz)} (x,, x, E X, 
x, #x2). By (C,,) there exists a unique (xo,j) such that B = {x0,x,, 
x21 eo. We assume vB(xJ = ai (i = 1,2), other cases of the mapping we 
are similar to it and will be omitted here. By the property of the transversal 
design there exists a unique (zo, w,) such that { (1, z. , wo), (a, z, , w,), (b, y + 
Yl +JJ,, w + w2)j E cl,. It follows that P is contained in the unique triple 
{(x~,Y, +z2+z,zo,wo), (x~,Y~,z~,w~)~ (x29~2,z29w2)l in ht3. The 
lemma is thus proved. 
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THEOREM 3. If there exists an LAD,(m), n is a positive integer, 
n # 1,3, and D(1 + 4n) = 4n - 1, then D(1 + 12mn) = 12mn - 1. 
CONSTRUCTION. Let IX] = 3m, {ADjx[X] ]jEZ,,-,} be an LAD,[X], 
AD~*IXI={P~,I(~,~)E(Z,XF,)\{(O,O)}}, jEI, -,, i(ic~)U(F~X~,x 
Z,), P,,,) I (Y, z, w) E (F2 x F2 X Z,,)\{(O, 0, 0)) } be an LTV1 + 4n), S = 
{co} u (X x F, X F, x Z,), and vB be the system of mappings defined in 
Lemma 2. Then by Lemmas 1 and 2 we can construct 12mn - 1 pairwise 
disjoint STS(l + 12mn) as follows: 
(S (AD,* [Xl, ~dyrw), jEI,,-,,y,zEF,,wEZ,, 
6% (LAD, WI, wg, &w)ynJ (Y, 2, w) E (F, x F, x Z,)\W, OvO)l. 
Proof. We only have to show that every triple T of the set S is contained 
in some STS above. All the possibilities are exhausted as follows: 
(1) T= {co, (x,yO,zO, w,), (x,yI,zl, w,)} (xEX) is contained in 
(LAD,, ~~~~~~~~~~~ provided ia, (Y,, zoT wo), (Y,, z19 %)I E &zwe 
(2) Consider T= {co, (x~,Y~,z~, wo), (xI,yl,zI, wr)} (x0, x1 EK 
x0 f x1). By (C,,) there exist j and x2 such that B = (x0, x,, x1] E p{, . We 
may assume v,(x,) = ay,(xo). Two cases arise: 
(i) v/,(x0) = 1. There exist z’, w’, z, and w  such that {(I, zo, w,), 
(a, zr, wr), (b, z’, IV’), (0, z, w)} E cl,. Set y’ =yo + y, + 1 + z’ and y = 
y, + y’. By (C,,) there is j’ such that B E &oi;,, then T E (AD;, w,),,, 
(Part 1) follows. 
(ii) FIJI, # 1. There exist y and y’ satisfying the equations y. = y + 
y’ + z, y;(xo) +y’y;(x2) and y, = 1 t y t Y' t Y'Y;~(x~). Then by (C,J we 
can determine j’ such that B E /Ii;,, z and w  such that {(ye(xo), z. t 
Y’Y&)7 wok (w&A z, + y’t&(xo), w,), (0, z, w)) E cl 2. There follows T E 
(AD;, wB)yzw (Part 1). 
(3) T= {(x,Y~,~~,w~), (x,Y~,z~%), (-GY~~z~,W~)} (XEX) is 
contained in (LAD,, vB, &,,&,, provided {(yo,zo, w,), (y,,zr, wl), 
(Y2, ,727 w2)l ~P,zw 
(4) Consider T= {(x~,~~,~~,w~), (xl,Y1,zl,wl), (X1,Y~,z2,W~)} (X0, 
x, EX, x0 #x1). By (C,,) there exist j and x3 such that B = {x0,x1,x3} E 
/3jro. Let y’, y”, z’, and w’ satisfy v/B(x~)= (b ty”) w&r) and {(yl,zl, w,), 
(Y 23-729 w2)l E l&v, [F, x Z,]. By the property of the transversal design 
there exist zI, wj, z, and w  such that {(Y&,), r. t Y”Y%), wo), (%(x,), 
Z' +Y"w;(x~), w’), (y,(x,), z3 ty"w;(x,), w3), (0, z9 WI} E ~1,. And by 
(C,,) there is j’ such that B E/I/~,,. There follows TE: (AD;, v,),,, 
(Part 7), where y = y. + y’ + z’r&(xo) t y”&(x,) t y”(z’ + z3) wL(xo). 
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(5) Consider T= {(x,,Y,, zo, wo), (-q,~,, z,, WI), (%,Yz~ ~2, %)I (X0, 
x1, x2 E X, x0 # x, # x, # x0). By (C,,) there exist j, i, y’ and B such that 
{x,,, x1, x2} G B E ,Z$,, . Three cases arise: 
(i) i = 0, y’ = 1. In this case T E (AD,?, v,),,, (Part 2), where y = 
~~+y,+y,,z=z,+z,+z,,andw=w,+w,+w,. 
(ii) i = 1, vB(xk) = ah (k E Z3). There exist z’, w’, z, and w  such that 
{(I, zo, wo), (a, zl, wl), thz’, ~‘1, (O,z, w)} E cl,. Set y =z’ +Y, +Y2, z3 = 
Yo +Yl +zz, and w3=w’-ww2. If (y, z3, w3) f (0, 0, 01, then T E (LAD,, 
w  P B, yz,w~)y2jw, (Part 3). And if (Y, zjr w3) = (QO, % by (C,,) there is j’ 
such that B E &;,, (y” =y, + yl), then T E (AD,?, I,u~),,~,,, follows (Part 8). 
(iii) i= 2. Assume vlg(x,J = ak for each k E I, and vB(x2) = 0. Set 
y”=y,+y,+l, y=y,+y,+1, z=zo-tz1tz2, and w=w,tw,tw,. 
By (C,,) there is a j’ such that B E &,, it follows that T E (AD;, v~),,~,+ 
(Part 4). The cases of other images of xk (k E Z3) under tqB are similar to the 
former and will be omitted here. The proof of the theorem is completed. 
4. Two RECURSIVE THEOREMS OF D(l+ 12n) AND D(l+ 60n) 
(n - 0,2 (mod 3)) 
The simplest case is m = 1. The construction of LAD, [Z3] is as follows: 
PYo=P1, = {{a 172lL PY, = Pi0 = 0, 
and 
P&=&=0 forevery jEZ,,yEF,. 
THEOREM 4. Zf D(l t 4n) = 4n - 1 and n is a positive integer, then 
D(1 + 12n) = 12n - 1. 
ProoJ This follows from Theorem 3 if n # 1,3. But D( 1 + 4n) # 4n - 1 
if n = 1, and D(37) = 35 can be obtained by a theorem given in [6]. The 
theorem is thus proved. 
Next we consider m = 5. We are going to construct a LAD,(S). Here we 
shall use an S(3,4, 16) which can be decomposed into seven S(2,4, 16). 
These seven S(2,4, 16) are denoted by (Z* x F,, /3,), x E Fz. p, consists of 
the following blocks (in which g is a primitive root of I;,, go + g’ + g3 = 0, i 
runs over Z,, and x’ runs over FB): 
(0, O), (i, xe), (i, xg’), 0, xg4)}, {(i, xl, (6 xg”), (6 xg5), (6 &)I; 
{ (0, xx’), (0, x + xx’), (1, xx’), (1, x + xx’) 1; 
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l(0, xx’), (0, xg3 -I- xx’), (1, a* + xx’), (1, xg5 + xx’)}; 
{(0,xx’),(0,xg5-txx’),(1,xg+xx’),(1,Xg6+XX’)]; 
{(0,x-x’), (0,x$ +xX’), (1,xg4 +xX’), (1,xg3 +xX’))* 
It is easy to verify, that every (I, X F,, 8,) is an S(2,4, 16), and since 
U,,F~Px=~t(j~xo)~ (jy--d9 (.iyx2), W3NIj9.i~~2~ x0, xl7 x2, x3EF8, 
x0 # xi, (i, x0) # (j, x,) # (i, x1), x0 + x, + x, + x3 = 0) therefore these seven 
S(2,4, 16) form an S(3,4, 16), i.e., an SQS(16) (Steiner quadruple system). 
Note that each p, given above can be decomposed into 5 subfamilies of 
blocks (called parallel classes), each of which partitions the set I, x F, ; so 
the design we have given is really a double resolvable S(3,4, 16). 
Suppose X= (1* x F8)\((0, 0)). We now give the construction of a 
LAD i [X] : 
and 
/?{o = (B 1 B E /I,, x = g-j, (0,O) G B} if j E I, ; 
and ,8j0 = ,8$, if j, j’ E I,, , j -j’ = 7 (mod 14), and i E I,. 
Then we can prove 
THEOREM 5. If D(l + 4n) = 4n - 1 and n is a positive integer, then 
D(l + 60n) = 60n - 1. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3 if n f 1,3. But D(61) = 59 can be 
found in [3] and D(181) = 179 can be obtained by Theorem 4. This 
completes the proof. 
5. LAD,(m) 
Let m be an even number, X be a set of 3m elements, and /r be a set of 
3m/2 unordered pairs (called blocks as well) which partitions the set X. 
Further let there be given 3m - 2 AD* [Xl: AD,* [X] = {&,, ) (i, y) E 
(ZJ X F,)\{(O, O)}},jE IJmw2, Such a set of 3m - 2 AD*[X] is called a large 
set of auxiliary designs of the second class and is denoted by LAD,[X] or 
LAD,(m), if conditions (C,,)-(C,,) are satisfied: 
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(C,,) For eachjE Z3+*, j?{, = 0. 
(C,,) For any triple T of the set X, there existj, i, y, and B such that 
TcBE&,. 
tc53) U/EI,,-~P~ZO = Ujsl,,-2P!!1’ 
(C,,) For any pair P of distinct elements of the set X which does not 
belong to /z, there exist exactly two blocks B and B’ such that both of them 
belong to Ujel,,-, /3{, and P = B n B’. 
(C,,) There is a system of mappings vB (B E /I Uj~,lm-ldBj10 U&U 
?g);uch that. for every B E /I, yg: B -+ F2 is a one-one mapping; for every 
JaJm_J:o~ ve:B-tFf is a one-one mapping; and for every 
B E Ujelj,-,,y@, 2Y3 @ we: B -+ Fd is a one-one mapping, too. And if both B 
and B’ belong to UjE,x,-2&0, and BnB’= {x,x’} (xfx’), then 
VAX> VBW> + v&‘> VW(X). 
(C,,) Further there is a system of mappings oUB: B --+ F, (one mapping 
oue for each u E Fd and each B E Ujel,,-,?{J satisfying the following: 
(C,,,) if {x,x’} = B n B’ (x # x’) and B, B’ E Ujs,l,-2&,, then for 
any u E F,, R,,(X) + K&‘) + v)dx) + a)dx’) = 1; 
(C,,,) if u # U’ and B = {x0,x,, x2} E Ujel,,J$,, then there exists 
no y satisfying the following simultaneous equations: 
q)ueCxi) + Pu’Btxi) =Y, i=O, 1,2. 
From (C,,), (C,,), and (C,,) we see that Ujc,,,-,pjl,, consists of 
m(3m - 2) blocks. 
Let S be the set {co } U (X X F, x Z,) where positive integer n # 2, 6. As 
a LAD, [X] is given, for any j E Z3m-2 and y, w  E F,, we can construct a 
triple system on S which consists of 8 parts and the forms of triples of each 
part are specified as follows (v, and co,, are the mappings whose existence is 
assured by (C,,) and (C,,)): 
Part 1. {co, (x0, yO, IV,), (xl, y,, w,)} provided there is B such that 
{xo~,JcBEPilo, we (-4 = wB(xo)9 Y. = voe(xo) + Y9 Y1 = PO&J + Y + 1, 
and {(w&o), woh (v&I)1 WA (0, WI1 E a, * 
Every triple of Parts 2-8 does not contain the element co, therefore the 
general form of their triples is {(x,,, y,, wo), (x1, yl, w,), (x2,y2, IV*)}; but it 
must satisfy the following additional conditions for each part: 
Part 2. {~~,~,,~~}EP~~,~~+y~+y~=~andw,+w,+w,=w. 
Part 3. There exist B and y’ such that {x0, x,, x2} c B E &y,, 
tye(xi)=a’ for each iEZ,,y,+y,=y,y,+y,=y’, and wo+w,+w2=w. 
Part 4. There exist B and y’ such that {x0, x,, x2} c B E &,,, 
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wB(Xi)=U’for each iEZ,, yB(~2)=0,yo+yl=y+ ~,.Y,+JJ,=JJ+Y’, and 
wo + WI + w, = w. 
Part 5. There exist B and y’ such that {x0, x,, xz} c B E j?{.,, ty,(x,) = 
a i+2foreachiEZ,, ~B(~2)=0,yO+y,=y’+1,y,+y2=y+y’+1,and 
wo + WI + w2 = w. 
Part 6. There exist B and y’ such that {x,,, x1, x2} c B E /%$y,, tyB(xi) = 
a i+’ for each iEZ *, vdx,)=O, Y,+Y,=Y+Y’+ 1, Y,+Y,=Y’, and 
wO + wr + w2 = W. Note that Parts 2-6 are similar to Parts 2-6 in Section 2. 
Part 7. There exist y’, w’, and B such that {x0, x1 } c B E pilo, x, = x, , 
Y&l) = WB(x,>~ I(YlT WA (Y2, w2)l E F;wKIl9 ~(%fbl>~ WJ~ (WB(XJ~ 
w’), (0, w)) E cl,, and y, + y + y’ + qPoe(xo) = 0. 
Part 8: B= {x,,,x,,x~} E/3’ 10, Yi + Y = ‘PoB(Xi) (i E ZA and 1(~&o>, 
wo)t (%(X,)9 wJ9 (Y&2), w2)9 (0, w>l E 6 * 
The triple system defined above will be denoted by (ADT[X], v/~, (Pan),,,,,, 
and we have 
LEMMA 3. For any (j, y, w) E I,,- 2 x F2 x Z, , (S, (AD? [Xl, we, 
v)~~)~,,,) is an STS( 1 -t 6mn), where S = {co} U (X x F, x Z,), IX/= 3m and 
n # 2,6. 
The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of the Lemma 1 and will be 
omitted here. 
Further let there be given ({co } U (I;, x F, x Z,), /?) which is an 
STS(I + 4n). Then for any u E F4 and w  E Z,, we can construct a triple 
system on S which consists of 3 parts and the forms of triples of each part 
are specified as follows (v, and qUr, are the mappings whose existence is 
assured by (C,,) and (C,,): 
Part 1. {co, (x,, y,, w,,), (x,, y,, wr)} provided there is B such that 
{x,,x,l~BE~ and ~~,(Y~(x~),Y~,w~),(Y~(x~),Y~,w~)}~P. 
Part 2. ((x,, y,, w,,), (x1, y, , w,), (xl ,y2, wz)} provided there is B such 
that {x0, x,1 5 B E F and {(Y&,), Y,, wo), (Y&,)~ Y,, WA OY&,), yzy 
w2)J E P* 
Parts 1 and 2 give mn(1 + 4n) triples. 
Part 3. {(xo,yo, wok (X,vY*, WA (X*,Y29 w*)J provided B= 
Ix03 x1 9 x*i E UjcI,,-, j3jo, v,(x*) = ai and yc qpuB(xi) + y for each i E I,, 
y E F,, and ((1, wo), (a, w,), (b, w  + w,)} E cl,. This gives 2m(3m - 2) nz 
triples. 
The triple system defined above will be denoted by (LAD,[X], we, (oUB, 
PLW and we have 
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LEMMA 4. For any u E F., , w  E Z,, (S, (LAD,[X], we, qpue, &,,) is an 
STS( 1 + 6mn), where S = {co) U (X X F, X Z,), 1X1= 3m, and n # 2,6. 
Proof: The total number of triples is mn(l + 6mn), and we only have to 
show that every pair P of distinct elements of S is contained in some triple of 
(LAD,, we, qUe, p),,,, . All the possibilities are exhausted as follows: 
(1) p= Ia, (Xo,Yo, NJ,)} (x0 E x) is contained in some triple in 
Part 1. 
(2) Consider P= {(x~,Y,, wo), (x~,Y~, w,)l (xo9xl EX). 
(i) This is contained in some triple in Part 1 or 2 if there is B 
such that {x0, x, } G B E /z. 
(ii) If it is not case (i), then certainly, x0 # x,, and by (C,,) and 
(C,,,) there is B such that {x~,x~} cB E Uj~,lm-,&o and q&x0) + 
q&x,) = y, + y, . It follows that P is contained in some triple in Part 3. 
THEOREM 6. If there exists an LAD,(m), n is a positive integer, 
n # 2,6, and D(1 + 4n) = 4n - 1, then D(1 + 6mn) = 6mn - 1. 
CONSTRUCTION. Let IX] = 3m, {ADj*[X] ]jEI,,-,) be an LAD,[X], 
AD~[XI={P~~I(~~Y)~(I,XF,)\{(O,O)~~, lWlUtF,XF,W,)~ P,,>I 
(u, w) E (F4 x Z,)\{(O, 0)}} be an LTS(l + 4n) and S = {co} U 
(XX F, X Z,). Then by Lemmas 3 and 4 we can construct 6mn - 1 pairwise 
disjoint STS(I + 6mn) as follows: 
Proof: We only have to show that every triple T of the set S is contained 
in some STS above. All the possibilities are exhausted as follows (x0, x, , 
x* E X): 
(1) T= Ia, (xo,yo, wo), (xi, y, , wi)}. Consider two cases: 
(i) There is a B such that {x0,x,} G B E /r. In this case T E 
(LAD,, vB, vu, &,A, (Part 1) if {a, (vBtxo), yoy wok (V&I>, YI, 
%)I E P”W 
(ii) There is no B such that {x0, x1 } c B E /z. In this case 
certainly x0 f xi. By (C,,) and (C,,,) there exist j and B such that 
1xo~JcBEP~o and ooe(xo) + (poB(xl) = y. + y1 + 1. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume w,(x,) = av,(xo). There follows T E (AD?, vg, 
v)oE)yw (Part I), where Y = Y, + Pan and J+J satisfies ~~vB(xo>~ wo), (w&,>, 
w,), (0, w)] E a,. 
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(2) T= {(xo,yo, wo), (xl,yI, w,), (xl,y2, w,>t. Consider two cases: 
(i) There is a B such that {x0, xi} G B E j. 
In this case T E (LAD,, wB9 (ouB, P,,),, (Part 2) if {(vB(xoh Y,, wo), 
(VBW, Yl Y  WAY (%(-a~ Yz9 w*)J E Pw 
(ii) There is no B such that {x0, xi} G B E /z. 
In this case certainly x0 + xi. By (C,,) and (C,,) there exist j and B such 
that {x0, xi} c B E j?{o and w,(x,) = av/~(x~), and there exist y’, w’ and w  
such that {(Y,, WA, (y2, w2)l E &wt[Z,l and {(v~(xo), wo), (w&J9 ~‘1~ 
(0, w)} E 3,. It follows that T E (AD?, we, ~os),,w (Part 7), where y =y, + 
Y’ + VOB(XO). 
(3) T= {(xo,~o, wo), (xI,Y~, WA, (x~,Y~,wJI (xofx,fx,#xo). BY 
(C,,) there exist i, j, y’, and B such that {x0,x,, x2} E B E/I{,,,. Consider 
three cases: 
(i) i=O,y’= 1. 
In this case T E (AD:, we, ~os),,w (Part 2), where y = y. + y, + y2 and 
w=w,+w,+w,. 
(ii) i = 1, y’ = 0. 
Without loss of generality we may assume wB(xL) = ak for each k E I,. 
There exist w’ and w3 satisfying {(l, wo), (a, w,), (b, wj), (0, w’)} E cl,. And 
by (CS6,,), there exist u and y satisfying (pUB(xk) =y t yk for each k E I,. 
Setting w  = w3 - w2, if (u, w) # (0, 0), we have T E (LAD,, V/B, ~,,a, P,,),, 
(Part 3); and if (u, w) = (0, 0), we have T E (AD?, we, v)~&,,,,,, (Part 8). 
(iii) i = 2. 
We only discuss the case vB(xk) = uk (k E Z3), other cases are similar to it. 
By (C,,) there is j’ such that B E /3”;;,,, where y” =yo +y2, it follows that 
T E (AD,% VB, P&w (Pat 319 where y=y,+y, and w=wo+w,+w2. 
The proof is completed. 
6. A RECURSIVE THEOREM OF D(1 t 24n) (n s 0,2 (mod 3)) 
We are now going to construct an LAD,(4). Taking X = I, X F,, we shall 
give /r and ADF[X] = {/3’,,,~{,,/3i,,,~i,,} for each j E I,, below. Clearly, to 
determine the mappings wB and cpti mentioned in (C,,) and (C,,) we have 
only to consider the cases of B E lJje,,o~{o, and on this account, in giving 
blocks, we shall also give the images of each x E B under we and cpurr 
whenever u E F4 and B E Uj~~,,&o. 
/r={{(i,O), (i,l)}]iEZ,}. p$“=p:‘,=Izr, if iEZ,. Pi,=&: ((O,O), 
(0, 11, (LO), (1, l)}, {(2,0), (2, 11, (3,019 (3, l>h {(490)9 (4, 11, @,Q 
(5, l)}. This can be simplified by writing as /Ii, =/I:,: {0, l}, (2, 3}, 14, 5). 
In the same way we have pzo 2 =p:,: {0,2}, {1,4}, {3,5);P:,=P:1: P931, 
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{1,5}, {2,4); P;,=P:,: {0,41, {L3}, (295); andD8,,=Pi,: {0>5L {1,2), 
{3,4). 
Then again, P?oUPzl: {(O,Y~)~ (2,YA (4,YdL y. +Y~ +Y,=& {(O,Y,)~ 
(3,Y,), (5,Y,)l, Yo +y, +y, = 0; {(LYO), (39Y,)v (4vYdh Yo +Y, +yz = 0; 
((1, yo), (2,y,), (5,y,)}, y, + y, + yz = 0. This can also be simplified by 
writing as &oU/?~l: {0,2,4} - 0, {0,3,5) - 0, { 1,3,4} - 0, { 1,2,5} - 0. 
In the same way wehavep:,Uj?i,: {0,2,5)-O, (0,3,4)-O, (1,2,4)-O, 
{1,3,5)-O; P:ouP&: P,L3)-0, p,4,51-0, {1,2,5)-L 
{2,3,4)-l; /&UP;,: {0,1,5)-l, {0,3,4)-L {1,2,31-O, 
{2,4,5}-0; P:,,W:,: P,L2}-0, {0,4,51-L 11,3,41-L 
{2,3,5)-O; &u&: {0,1,4‘)-0, {0,2,51-L (1,2,3)-L 
{3,4,5)-O; P&UP:,: P,L2}-1, {0,3,51-L {1,4,51-O, 
{2,3,4}-0; P;oU~;~: {o, 1,5)-o, {0,2,31-O, w4- 1, 
{3,4,51-i; p;oupiI: w,3ki, ~0,2,41-I, 11,4,5j-1, 
{2,3,5)-l; and By, U pi, : {0,1,41-1, {0,2,31-i, 11,3,51-i, 
{2,4,5}- 1. 
Each /3{,, (j E I,,) consists of 4 blocks which are listed in Tables I-V. The 
corresponding images of the elements of each block B under each P,,~ 
TABLE I 
P!, and Ph (B, E P’h, B, E Pk,) 
Label 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 
B, (O? 01, (2,0), (4,O) (0, 11, (3,Q (5, 1) (1, Oh (3, 1x (4, 1) (1, 119 (2, 11, (57 0) 
B* (I, 1x (4, IX (2,O) (ho), (5,0), (3,O) (0, Oh (5, 1x (2, 1) (03 lb (49 013 (3, 1) 
%R 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
‘PI8 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
a a8 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
(Pm 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
TABLE II 
L% and P:, (B, E Sk B, E Pi,) 
Label 5+ 6+ 4- 1+ 
B, (0,1),(1,1),(3,0) (O,Q(4,0),(5,0) (LQ(5,1),(2,0) (2,1),(4,1)>(3,1) 
B* (4% (0, 1x (5,O) (1% 11% (2,0), (3, 1) (03 Oh (3, Oh (4% 1) (4,0), (2*1X (5.1) 
'PO.9 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 I 0 0 1 0 
‘PIS 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Poe 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
(Pm 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
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Label 8+ 6- 3- 9’ 
El (O,O), (1, O), (2,O) (0, IX (5, IX (4, 1) (3, O), (1, I), (4,O) (2, lb (3, I), (5.0) 
B2 (1, 1x &IO), (4, 1) (1, Oh (3,0), (2, 1) (5,0), (0, 1x (ZO) (4,0), (5, I), (3, 1) 
‘POE 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
PlB 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
(PO8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
‘PbB 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
TABLE IV 
Label 8- 2- 10+ 7 
B, (0, IX (2, IX (1, 1) (0, Oh (5, Q (3, 1) (LO), (4. lb (5, 1) (2,Q (3, O), (4,O) 
B2 (1, Oh (4,Q (0, 1) (1, IX (3, 1x (5, 1) (0, O), (2, lb (3,O) (4. 11, (5,O). (2,O) 
‘Poe 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
VIR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Caa 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
qb.3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Label 5- 1- lo- 9 
B, (0, O), (3, 11, (LO) (2, 11, (0, IX (4,l) (1, I), (5,0), (4,O) (2, O), (5, 1x (3,O) 
B2 (13 1x (5, I), (O,O) (4,0), (LO), (2,l) (0, 1x (3, lb (2,O) (4, I), (3,0), (5,O) 
las I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cole 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
‘Poll 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
pb.9 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
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(U E FJ are listed in the tables as well. Here we have 40 blocks altogether 
which are divided into 20 pairs. We label these pairs by I’, 2+,..., lo+, 1 -, 
2-,..., IO- as in the first rows of Tables I-V. The image of the kth element 
of each block in Tables I-V under vB is always & ’ (k = 1,2,3). For 
instance, /I!, contains the block B = {(0, 0), (2,0), (4,0)}, and we have 
vlg(O, 0) = 1, v&, 0) = a, and we(4,O) = b. 
It is not hard to verify that the construction of an LAD,(4) given above 
satisfies the conditions (C,,)-(C,,) and (C,,)-(C,,). Then we can prove 
THEOREM 7. If D(1 + 4n) = 4n - 1 and n is a positive integer, then 
D(1 + 24n) = 24n - 1. 
ProoJ This follows from Theorem 6 if n # 2,6. But O(49) = 47 can be 
found in [3,8] and D(145) = 143 can be obtained by Theorem 4. This 
completes the proof. 
Curiously enough, the mappings que in this section are derived from a 
solution of the famous Hamilton’s problem of round tour of the world (e.g., 
see { 1, pp. 107-108 or 5, p. 41). For details see the Appendix. A more 
general problem which may be raised is the following: if given 3m - 2 
AD * [X] satisfying conditions (C, J-(C,,), is there a criterion by which we 
can determine if there exists a system of mappings qUe satisfying (C,,) so 
that a construction of LAD,[X] is completed? In the Appendix we shall 
prove a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a system 
of mappings pull. 
7. AUXILIARY DESIGN AD** 
We now proceed to introduce another kind of auxiliary design which is 
somewhat different from AD*. Let X be a set of 3m elements where m is a 
positive integer. Suppose we have five pairwise disjoint sets of 3-subsets of X 
(called triples): PO,,, (v, y) E (Ff x F,)\{(b, 0)}, which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(C,,) every 2-subset of X is contained in exactly one triple of these 
five sets; 
G) A, UPa0 U/L U/L partitions x. 
From these conditions we get ]&, Up,, UPal U&,, ( = m and I/3,, ] = 
3m(m - 1)/2 immediately. Such a set of five sets of triples are also called an 
auxiliary design but is denoted by AD* * [X] or AD**(m) (occasionally 
AD**). 
When an AD* * [X] is given, as in Section 2, we set up a system of 
mappings we such that for every B E (/I,, U pa0 Up,, U Pa,), ye: B --* F: is a 
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one-one mapping. Let there be also given ({ 03 ] U (Ff x F, x Z,), 8) which 
is an STS(l + 12n), where n is an odd number. Setting S = {co } u 
(X X F, X Z,), then for any u E F,, w E Z,, we can construct a triple 
system on S which consists of 7 parts and the forms of triples of each part 
are specified as follows: 
Part 1. {co, (xl, ur, w,), (x2, u,, w*)} provided there exist u, y, z, and B 
such that {x1,x,} cB E&,,, u f 1, b(xJ = awAx,), NY&,)~ WA (vlg(x2), 
Wt), (0, w)} E cl 19 z E F,, and ui = wB(xi)(z + by + ah + b’) + u (i = 1,2). 
This gives 6 I/?,,, U p,, U&r 1 n triples. 
Part 2. (co, (x,, u,, w,), (x2, u,, w,)) provided there is a B such that 
Ix19x21 =B EP,, and 1~ (Y&,>, u19 WA (wBW u2, %)I E/J. 
Every triple of Parts 3-7 does not contain the element co, therefore the 
general form of their triples is {(x0, u,, w,,), (x1, u,, wr), (x2, u2, IV,)}, but it 
must satisfy the following additional conditions for each part: 
Part 3. There is B such that {x,, x1, x2} E B E /3r0 and {(am, u,,, 
wJ9 (Y&,>, Ul, WA (%3(x2), u27 w*)J E P* 
Parts 2 and 3 give 2 ]/In,\ n(1 + 1211) triples. 
Part. 4. b%~Xl9X2~ E&,, uO + U, + u2 = u and w,, f wr + w, = w. This 
gives 16 ]p,, / n* triples. 
Part 5. There exist 0, w’, y, and B such that {x,, x,} c B E BUY, x0 # 
Xl =x2, e?lg(xJ = w3w~ u,, + ur + u2 = u, w, # w2, 2w’ = w, +.w, and 
{(Y&J, WA OY,(X,>~ 4, (09w>l E 6 This gives 24 IP,&J8,1 W&l 
n(n - 1) triples. 
Part 6. There exist V, y, and B such that {x,,, x,} c B E BUY, x0 # 
Xl = x2, v&l> = w?cG>~ Wl = w2 3 1(Y*hJ~ %)9 (Y&J, WI), (09 w>l E 6 
and one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) u,+u,+u,+u=~~(x~)by,~~f~~and {nI,n2]f{&,)~+n, 
Y&m + v> + ul; 
(ii) uO = w,(x,) by + u and h, u21 = k&4 a + u, Y&I) 
(b + u) + u}. This gives 18 ]poO Upa, U/3,, 1 n triples. 
Parr 7. There exist u, y, and z such that B = (x,, x,, x,} E /3”,,, 21# 1, 
VB(xi) = a’, {(I, wJ, (a, WA (b, w2), (0, w)) e ~11, z E F2, and ui = 
a’(by + z) + u (i E I&. This gives 2 ]Pao U PO1 U &,, ] n triples. 
The triple system defined above will be denoted by (AD* * [Xl, vB, p),,, 
and we have 
LEMMA 5. For any u E F,, w E Z,, (S, (AD* * [Xl, vB, p),,) is an 
STS(1 + 12mn), where S = (co} U (XX F4 x Z,), 1x1 = 3m, and n is an odd 
number. 
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ProoJ Direct calculation shows that the number of the triples contained 
in (AD**, V/B, j?),, does not exceed 2mn( 12mn + l), therefore we only have 
to show that every P of distinct elements of S is contained in some triple of 
(AD**, v~, p),,. All the possibilities are exhausted as follows (x0, X, E X): 
(1) P= (03, (xi, ui, w,)}. By (C,,) there is a triple B containing x1 and 
two cases arise: 
(i) B E/I,, and P is contained in some triple in Part 2. 
(ii) B E (jai U /Ia,, U/3,,) and P is contained in some triple in Part 1. 
(2) P = {(xi, ui, w,), (xi, u2, wz)}. As above there is a triple B 
containing x, and we consider two cases: 
(i) B E /3i,, and P is contained in some triple in Part 2 or 3. 
(ii) B E & and (0,~) E {(a, 0), (a, l), (b, 1)). If w1 # w2 then P is 
contained in some triple in Part 5. And if w, = w2, U, # u,, then there exist 
x0 and w. such that (x0, x, I= B, vdx,) = w,(x,), and { (vB(xo>, wo), 
tm,>, WA9 (0, WI1 E 6 ; it follows that PE {(xo,~o,wo), (xl,ul,w,), 
(x,, u,, wz)} E Part 6, where u, = u, + u2 + w,(x,) by + u if {u,, u,} f 
1w&A a + u, y/,(x,)@ + u> + u}, or u. = v,(x,) by + 24 if {u,, u,} = 
{vdx,) a + % %(X,)(b + 0) + ul. 
(3) P = {(x0, uo, wo), (x1, u,, wi)} (x0 # x,). By (C,,) there is a triple B 
containing {x0, xi} and we consider the following cases: 
(i) B E pi0 and P is contained in Part 2 or 3. 
(ii) B E pi1 and P is contained in Part 4. 
(iii) B E Pvy and (v, Y) E {(a, O>, (a, 11, (h 1)). Let B = {x0, x1, x2 1, 
~~(-4 = Vet and w’ satisfy I(w~(x,)~ wok (w&J w’), (0, w)} E a,. 
(iiia) If w’ # w  then PE {(x0, u,, wo), (x,, ul, w,), tx,, u + 
u. + u,, 2t;’ - w,)} E Part 5. 
(iiib) If w’ = w, and (u,, u,) is neither of the form (w,(x,) 
(by + z) + u, WB(X,>(U + a + z) + u) nor tv%txo> 
(by +z) + U, ~~(x,)(b +z) + U) (z EF,), then P is 
contained in Part 6. 
(iiic) If w’ = w, and (go, 21,) = (vlg(xo)@y + z) + u, ~,(x,> 
(V + a + z) + u) (z E F,), then P is contained in Part 1 if 
y= 1, in Part 7 if (v,y)=(u,O). 
(iiid) If w’ = w1 and bo9 u,) = (w&~)@Y + 4 + w  w&J 
(b + z) + U) (z E FJ, then P is contained in Part 7 if y = 1, 
in Part 1 if (v, y) = (a, 0). 
The proof is completed. 
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8. LAD,(m) 
We now proceed to define the large set of auxiliary designs of the third 
class. Let X be a set of 3m elements, and there be 3m - 2 AD* * [x]: 
ADj**[X]= {/?‘,,I (v,JJ)E (F$ xF,)\{(b,O)}}, jEZ,,-,. Such a set of 
3m - 2 AD* * [X] is called a large set of auxiliary designs of the third class 
and is denoted by LAD,[X] or LAD,(m) if conditions (C,,)--(C,,) are 
satisfied: 
(C,,) For any triple T of the set X there exists a unique (j, U, JJ) such 
that T E &, . 
G2) Ujczlj,-2Pj10 partitions x. 
(C,,) For any pair {x, x’} of the set X (x # x’), one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
(i) there exist j and B such that {x, x’) c B E /3j10, 
(ii) there exist j, j’, u, B, and B’ such that B E /I$,, B’ E &‘, , 
vE {a,b}, and {x,x’}=BnB’. 
(C,,) There is a system of one-one mappings we: B --t Ff (one 
mapping vB for each BE iJjs,,,~,@~oU/3&,U/3~l U/?‘,,)) such that if 
{x,x’}=BnB’, x$:x’, BE&, and B’E&, then ~,(x)=~~,(x’) and 
dye = v,,(x) if u = a, v,(x) = ye,, and pB(x’) = IJI,,(x’) if u = b. 
From (C,,), (C,,), and (C,,) it can be deduced that 1 Ujsl,,-z&] = m and 
I UisI,,-, (/3;,, U /I’,, U &)I = 3m(m - 1). 
Suppose in addition to an LAD,[X] and a system of mappings we as 
mentioned in (C,,) we still have a ({ 00 } U (Ff X F4 X Z,), p) which is an 
STS( 1 + 12n), where n is an odd number. Setting S = { 00 } U (X X F, X Z,), 
then for any y, U, and w  we can construct a triple system on S which 
consists of 3 parts and the forms of triples of each part are specified as 
follows: 
Part 1. {co, (x,, u,, w,), (x2, r+, w&} provided there is a B such that 
1x1, ~2 1 c B E Ujs,,,-2 I%, and Iw (v,(x,)~ u,, WA (vB(x2h u2, w2>l EP- 
Part 2. {(x0, uO, w,), (xl, ur, w,), (x,, u2, wl)} provided there is B such 
that {x0,x1,x2} GB E UjE,3,-2Pj10 ad l(wB(xo), uo9 wo), (vdxA u19 WA, 
(%tW u29 w2)l E P* 
The Parts 1 and 2 give 2mn( 1 + 12n) triples. 
Part 3. {(x0, b(y+y’)+z+u’, wo), (x,, (y+y’)+az+u’, w,), (x2, 
a(y +y’) + bz + u + u’, w2>} provided y’, z E F2, u’ E F,, ((1, wok (a, w,), 
(b, w  + w2)} ~a, and there exist j and u such that B = {xo,xI,x2} El.%‘,,,, 
u # 1, and v,(x,) = ui for each i E I,. This gives 24m(m - 1) n2 triples. 
The triple system defined above will be denoted by (LAD,[X], wB, /3)YUw, 
and we have 
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LEMMA 6. For any (v, 21, w) E F, x F., x Z,, (S, (LAD,[X], ~l~,p),,~,,, is 
an STS(l + 12mn), where S = {co} U (X X F4 X Z,), 1X(= 3m, and n is an 
odd number. 
Proof: We only have to show that every pair P of distinct elements of S 
is contained in some triple of (LAD,[X], ~,,/3),,,. By (C,,) each pair of 
the form (a, (x, u,, , wJ} or {(x, a1 , wr ), (x, u2, wr)} (x E x) is contained in 
some triple in Part 1 or 2. Next consider the pair P = {(x0, u,, , w,,), 
(xl, u,, w,)} (x,, x1 E X, x0 #x1). By (C,,) there are two cases: 
Case 1. There exist j and B such that (x0,x,} c B E&, and P is 
contained in Part 1 or 2. 
Case 2. There exist jr, jr, O, B,, and B, such that B, E j?‘,b, B, E p+, , 
UE {u,b}, and {xo,xl}=B,nB,. 
Again there we three cases: Iw,,(x,X w,,(x,)} = {vB,(xo), w,,(x,)} = 11, a}, 
or {a, b} or (b, 1 } (see (C,,)). But we only discuss the first case, other cases 
are similar to it. Let elements y’, z E F, satisfying the equation a(~’ + y) + 
bz=uO+ul, thereupon we can determine j, x2, and V’ such that B = 
{x0,x,,x2} E {B,,B,}, u’f 1, and BE&,,,, determine w2 such that 
{(vB(xo), wo), (wB(xI), w,), (b, w  + w2)] E a,. It follows that PE 
{(x0, uo, wo), (xl, u,, w,), (x2, u,, w2)} E Part 3, where u2 = u, + u + wB(xo) 
b( y + y’) + w,(x,) z. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 8. If there exists an LAD,(m), n is an odd number, and 
D(1 + 12n) = 12n - 1, then D(1 + 12mn) = 12mn - 1. 
CONSTRUCTION. Let IX] = 3m, {AD,**[X] ]jE 13m-2} be an LAD,[X], 
ADi**[Xl={P’,,I(v,y)E(F,*xF,)\I(b,O)}}, IW~P,,,Jl~~~~~ wEZ,Iu 
{(S’,P,,,) I (JJ, u, w) E (F2 X F4 X Z,,)\((Q 0,0)/l be an LTS(l + 12n), 
where S’ = {co } U (Ff X F,, x Z,), and we be a system of mappings 
satisfying condition (C,,). Then by Lemmas 5 and 6 we can construct 
12mn - 1 pairwise disjoint STS( 1 + 12mn) as follows (S = {co } U 
(X x F4 x Z,)): 
(S9 (LAD3 [Xl, WE9 8,,,>,,,)~ 0, u, w> E (I;; x F4 x Z,)\{(Q 0, (01. 
Proof: We only have to show that every triple T of the set S is contained 
in some STS above. All the possibilities are exhausted as follows: 
(1) T= {a~, (x19u1,w1), (x2,u2, w,)l (xl, x,EX). BY (C,,) and (Cd 
there are two cases: 
(i) There exist j and B such that {x,, x2} E B E pilo, and T E (AD,* *, 
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(ii) x, # x2 and there exist j, j’, u, B, and B’ such that B E &,, 
B’EP/,;, u E {a, b}, and {xi, x2} = B n B’. Without loss of generality we 
may assume VAX,) = ~vl,(x,>. If u1 + u, E {W&Q), a~&~>} then TE 
(AD? *, vB, &,),, (Part I), where u = bu, + uuz + a~,(~,) and w  satisfies 
lk,(xl>, 4, (v&,>, w,), (0, w)} E a,, And if uI + u, E to, k&)J then 
TE (AD;*, I,u,,/~,,),, (Part l), where u = VU,+ U*U, + bu’~,(x,) and w  
satisfies {(wa,(xi), w,), (vB,(x2), w2), (0, w)} E cl i (note condition (C,,)). 
(2) T= {(xo,uo, wo), (x1, u,, wJ, (x2,u2, w2)) and there are B and .I’ 
such that {x0,x1,x2} sBf,@,,. In this case T E (AD,? *, vB, &,),, 
Pat 3) ((LAD,9 wBv P,,,>,,, (Part 2)) provided ~(v,(x,)~ uov woh (w&A 
u19 WI), (VB(X2)9 u2, w2)I E Puwcgyuw)* 
(3) T= {(x0, uo, w,), (x1, u,, wd, (x,, u,, w2)l (x0, x1 E-9. If this is 
not the case (2), then by (C,,), (C,,), and (C,,), x0 # x, , and there existj, v, 
y, and B such that {x0, x,) c B E /3{, and v,(x,) = rqu,(x,). Setting w’ and w  
satisfying 2w’ = wi t w2 and { (vB(xo), wo), (vB(xi), w’), (0, w)} E a,, we 
have: 
(i) If w, # w, then T E (AD?*, vB, p,,),, (Part 5), where u = u. t 
u, t u*. 
(ii) If w1=w2, ui#u2, and {ui,~~}#{~~(x,)(ut~+by+ l)+u,, 
v/B(xo>(au t by) t u,}, then TE (AD;*, wB, P,,),, (Part 6(i)), where u = 
uo + Ul + u2 + w&o) b 
(iii) If wi = w, and {ui, uz{ = (v/,(xo)(uu + by t 1) t uo, ~,(xO)(uu t 
by) + u,}, then T E (AD: *, we, p,,),, (Part 6(ii)), where u = u. t vB(xo) by. 
(4) T={(xo,uo,wo), (x,,ul,wh (x~,u~,w~)},x~,x~,X~E~,~O#X,~ 
x2 + x0, and B = {x0, x1, x2} 6? tJipr,,_,/?{o. By (C,,) there are two cases: 
(i) BEj?{,,jEZ,,-2, and TE(AD~*,w~,&~)~~ (Part4), where 
u=uotu1tu2andw=w,tw,tw,. 
(ii) BEpj,,,,jEZ,,-,,(u,y')~ {(a,% (a, 11, (b, 1)) and Ve(Xi)=Ui 
for each i E I,. Let w  and w’ satisfy { (1, wo), (a, w,), (b, w t w,), (0, w’)} E 
cl,,y and z satisfy u,tu,=a(yty’)tbz. Set u=u,tu,tyty’toz. 
If (y,u,w)# (O,O,O), then TE (LAD,, vlg,&yw)yuw (Part 3). And if 
(y, u, w) = (0, 0, 0), then T E (AD? *, vB, &,,,,),~,~ (Part 7), where u’ = u, t 
by’ + z. 
The proof of the theorem is completed. 
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9. A RECURSIVE THEOREM OF D(l+ 84n)(n= 1 (mod2)) 
From (C,,) and (C,,) we see that the existence of an LAD,(m) implies the 
existence of an LTS(3m). This may be a hint that we might obtain an 
LAD,(m) by properly dividing the blocks of each STS of an LTS(3m) to 
form each /I,,, of each AD * *. Here we consider the case m = 7. We shall use 
the construction of LTS(21) given in [ 71. This LTS(21) consists of 19 
STW): ((X,~~~,)IXEZ,JU{(X,~~,)IYEF~, xEZ,\{O}}, where X= 
Ff X Z,. Its concrete construction and each pv,, of each AD* * that are 
formed by dividing the blocks of each STS are specified as follows (i, x’ and 
x” run over I,, { 1, 2,4} and Z, respectively): 
(1) P,. P,o: ((1, xl, (a, x), (b, x)1; P,,: {(a’, x), (ui, x + x’), (a’, x-x’)), 
{(u',x), (a'+',, x+x'), (a'+;, x+5x')}, {(a,(x), (a'+*, x+5x'), (ai+*, 
x T+Lfx')}, {(a', x+,4x'), (a'+', x+4x'), (a'+*, x+x’)}, {(a', xt 3x'), 
(a 7 x+3x'), (al+*, x+2x')}, {(al, x+x'), (a'+', x+3x'), (a'+*, 
x + 6x')}, {(a', x+x'), (a'+', x+ 6x'), (ai+*, x + 3x')}; &,: {(a’, 1 +x), 
(ai,2tx),(a',~tx)};~,,:{(u',6tx),(ui,5tx),(u',3tx)};~,,=~. 
(2) I%,. Plo=Pal =&I =0; P,,: ((1, 4x t q, (a, x’ t.q, (a, 
5x' +x")}, {(a,~"), (b, 6x+x' tx"), (b, 6x + 5x' i-x")}, {(b, 6x •t x”), (1, 
4x t x’ t x”), (1, 4x + 5x’ + x”)}; Pa,,: ((1, 4x + x”), (a, x”), (b, 6x + x”)}. 
(3) P,,. Plo=Pao=Pa1=0; P,l:{(L 2x+x"), (b, 6x+3x/+x"), (b, 
6x+x' tx")}, {(a,~"), (1, 2x+3x'tx"), (1, 2x+x/+x")}, {(b, 
6x+x"), (a, 3x1+x"), (a, x’ t x”)}; &: ((1, 2x t X”), (a, x”), 
(&6x+x")}. 
It is, .easy to verify that (C,,), (C,,), (C,,), (C,,), and (C,,) are all 
satisfied. Let B = (x0, xi, x2} be any block listed above (in the same order as 
listed above), take v,(xJ = ui for each i E I,, then we see that (C,,) is also 
satisfied. Then from Theorem 8 we can deduce 
THEOREM 9. Zf D( 1 t 12n) = 12n - 1 and n is un odd number, then 
D(1 t 84n) = 84n - 1. 
10. A CONSTRUCTION OF LTS(33) 
Further we are going to construct an LAD,(ll). As mentioned in the 
preceding section, first, we have to construct an LTS(33). We can obtain an 
LTS(33) by means of the methods given in [3,8], but it seems to be difficult, 
at least to the writer, to divide its blocks to form each /IL, of an LAD,( 11). 
We thus give another method of constructing an LTS(33) here. Let X= 
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{~lU(F,XF4XF2), and (X,~)U{(X,IB,,,)IxEF,UIooj, uEF,*, 
YEF,} be the LTS(33) we are going to construct. The procedure of 
construction is as follows: 
Step 1. Construct (F* X F.,, la> which is an S(3,4, 16), where ,8 consists 
of all the quadruples of the form {(u,, u;), (u,, u;), (uz, u;), (u,, us)} 
provided u, + u1 + u2 + u, = 0, u6 + u; + u; + u; = 0 and the four elements 
of every quadruple are all distinct. This S(3,4, 16) includes a resolvable 
S(2,4, 16) that is (F4 X F4, /!?‘), where /? c B and /? can be decomposed into 
five parallel classes bx (x E F4 U {co }) which are as follows (w’ runs over 
F.d: 
Bm: {(u’, o>, w, 11, (u’, a), (u’, b)}, 
rir,: {(0, u’), (1, u + u’), (a, bu + u’), (b, au + u’)}. 
Step 2. Construct 15 sets of blocks labeled by p,, such that for each 
xEF~U{co} and each vEF4, * the following two properties hold: 
(i) each (F., X F, , px,) is an S(2, 4, 16); 
(ii) each px,, consists of three pairwise disjoint parts: px and p,,, 
(Y E F2h and UXEF4Ufm,,UEF; k. = UxcF,u,m,.veF; /k =w- 
The concrete construction is as follows (u, u’ run over F4, v’ runs over 
Ff): 
&,vo: ((0, u), (v’, u), (uv’, vv’ + u), (bv’, vu’ + u)), {(O, ~1, (1, 0 + ~1, (a, 
au + u), (4 bv + ~11; %ul =0; %“, =0; && {(u’, u), (u’, w + u>, 
(v’ + u’, uvv’ + u), (v’ + u’, bvv’ + u)), {(0, u), (1, v + u), (a, av + u), (b, 
bv + u)}; &,+,: {(u’, u), (u’, v,v: + u), (v, + u’, av,v: + u), (v, + u’, 
bv, v; + u)}, {(u’, u), (u’, uv, v: + u), (av, + u’, u), (uv2 + u’, av, v: + u)}; 
B”,+l: {(cd, u), (u’, bv,v: + u), (bv, + u’, u), (bv, + u’, bv,v: + u)}, ((0, u), 
(v,, u), (av,, v,v: + u), (bv,, v,u: + u)}. 
Step 3. Construct {(co U (F4 X F2), lx) ( x E {co } U (F: X F,)} which 
is an LTS(9). The concrete construction is as follows (u, u’ and y’ run over 
F,, Fz and F,, respectively): 
Pm: (00, (u,O), (u, I)}, {(LY’), (a,~‘), (by’)}, {(O,Y’), (v’,Y’), (bu’, 
Y’ + 1)); ly: {a, (uv,Y), (bv, Y + l>b ((0, Y +Y’), @V@+Y’), Y>, 
(bv(a +Y’), y + I>}, {co, (0, Y +Y’), Mb +Y’), Y + 111, {(O,O), (0, 11, Vu, 
Y + 111, (~0, (bv,y), (v,y)l, {CO, Y +Y’), Mb +Y’), Y), Mb +Y’), ~11, 
{(vv’*, y), (avv’, y + I>, @vu’, Y + 1)). 
Step 4. Set up a system of mappings pB (B E B) such that for every 
B E p, I,?~: B -t F4 is a one-one mapping. 
Step 5. Construct /? consisting of the following two parts: 
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Part 1. Include every triple {co, (x, 0), (x, l)}, where x E F., X F., . 
Purr 2. Include every triple {(x,, y,,), (x, , JJ,), (x2, yz)} such that there 
is a B satisfying {x,,, x1, x,} = B E p and I(Vk,), Y& (%(x1), VI), (Q%(-%), 
Y2)l E f&cl. 
Step 6. Construct pXV,, (x E F4 U {co }, v E F:, y E F2) consisting of the 
following six parts: 
Part 1. Include every triple {co, (xi, yi), (x2, yz)} such that there is B 
satisfying {x,, x1} c B E px and {a~, (%,(x1), Y,), (P&), y2)I E ,&. 
Part 2. Include every triple {(x,, yO), (xi, y,), (x2, yz)} such that there 
is B satisfying {x0, xl, x21 cB E /fx and I(VB(xoh YO), (%W YI), (P&2), 
YJI E &* 
Parts 3-6 include every triple {(x0, yO), (x, , yi), (x2, y2)} such that there 
exist B and y’ satisfying {x,,, x1, x,) c B E pX,,, and the following additional 
conditions for each part: 
Part 3. gB(xi) = ui for each i E I,, y0 + y, = y and y, + y, = y’. 
Part 4. p,(xJ = ui for each i E Z2, flB(x2) = 0, y, +y, =y + 1 and 
Yo+Y,=Y+Y’* 
Part 5. ~~(~~)=a~+* for each iEZ,, t+7~(x2)=0,yo+yl=y’+ 1 and 
y,+y,=y+y’+ 1. 
Part 6. v/,(xi) = a’+’ for each iEZ,, p~(xz)=O,yo+y,=y+y’+ 1 
and y, + y, = y’. 
Note that Parts 3-6 are similar to Parts 3-6 in Section 2. We have 
described an entire procedure to construct an LTS(33). It is not hard to 
prove that the LTS(33) so obtained is really an LTS(33), the proof is similar 
to that of Lemma 1 and Theorem 6, and we omit its details here. 
11. A RECURSIVE THEOREM OF D(1 + 132n) (n E 1 (mod 2)) 
Let us regard the 31 pairwise disjoint STSs obtained in the preceding 
section as 31 auxiliary designs AD**(l l), and thereupon we will get an 
LAD,[{oo}U(F.,xF4xF2)]. We definePa,= for each AD**(ll), and 
all we have to do is to select triples forming /Ilo, pao, and &I of each 
AD**(ll) from p and each )BXDy (the remaining triples form pi1), so that all 
the conditions (C,,), (C,,), (C,,), and (C,,) are satisfied. Choose the V, in 
the preceding section such that @JO, 0) = 0 if (0,O) E B E fl Then we can 
define the construction as follows: 
(1) /?. /Ilo consists of the following 11 triples: 
(9 iah (O,O, 01, (O,O, l)}, 
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(ii) {(u,, Gu), (u,, 4,Yh (Q, 4,y)l ifB = l(O,O>, @,,uh), (u,, ul), 
&,u$)}E/? andyEF,. 
Pao=Pb1=0* 
(2) a,“, (XE {~O)UF4, 2, Eq+-, YEF,). &)=0. Pvy (V’E {a,b), 
y’ = v’ + a) includes the following 4 triples: 
6) {(u,, &,Y +Y’ +Y”>, (ul, 4 +Y’ +Y”), (u,, ui,y’ +Y)} if B = 
{ (0, 0), (u,, ug), (u, , ui), (q, u;)} E pXVy,, and qB(uI, u;) = a’ for each i E I,. 
In addition to these triples /I,,,,, still contains the following 3 triples if 
y’ =y: 
(ii) {co, (u,,ui,y), (u*,ui,y+ l)} if there is B such that {(O,O), 
(u,, 0, (uz, ~4)) = B E pxiT,, &,(u,, 4) = au and W,(u,, 4) = bu. 
(iii> ((0, 0, y + v”), ( q,u;,y), (u,,ui,y+ 1)) ify”EF, and there is 
B such that { (0, 0), ( u,, ul), (u,,ui)J cB E&, PB8(~1,~I)=~~(b+~“) and 
q,(u,, 2.4;) = bu(a + y”). 
Since p and each la,, is an S(2,4, 16) and p) can be decomposed into 5 
parallel classes BX (x E F, U {co }, v E F:), it is not hard to verify that 
conditions (C,,) and (C,,) are satisfied. Next we will prove that the 
condition (C,,) is also satisfied, namely for any pair P of distinct elements of 
the set { co } U (E., X F, X FJ and any y’ E F,, either P is contained in some 
triple of /3,, or /?, or in some triple of p,,,, (u’ = a + y’) of some fix,,,,. All the 
possibilities are exhausted as follows: 
(1) {co, (0, O,Y,>} and {(O, O,O), (O,O, 1)) are contained in the triple (i) 
of P,,* 
(2) Consider P= { 00, (u,, ui,y,)}, where (ul, ui) # (0,O). Since j? 
forms an S(2,4, 16) there exist B and x such that { (0, 0), (ul, z$)} c B E p,. 
It follows that P is contained in the triple (ii) of pV,Y, of /IXUY,, where u 
satisfies pB(ul, u;) = au(bu) if y1 = y’ (y, = y’ + 1). 
(3) Consider P = { (0, 0, yl), ( u2, us, y2)}, where (z+, US) f (0,O). There 
exist B and x such that {(0, 0), (uz, us)} c B E pX. It follows that P is 
contained in some triple (iii) of /I,,,, of /?,,,, where u satisfies pB(u,, ZJ~) = 
au(b+y,+y’) (bu(a+y,+y’))ify,=y’ &=y’+ 1). 
(4) Consider P= {(ul,ui,O), (u,,u;, l)}, where (u~,u~)# (0,O). There 
exist B and x such that ((0, 0), (u,, uj)} c B E la,, it follows that P is 
contained in some triple (iii) of B,,,,, of p,,,, , where u = t,F,Ju, , u;). 
(5) Consider P= {(ul,u;,yl), (u,,us,y,)} where (O,O)#(u,,u~)# 
(uz, u;) # (0,O). Two cases arise: 
(i) Suppose that { (0, 0), (u, , u;), (u,, u$)} c B E 8, for some B and x 
(x E F, U { co }). If y, = y, then P is contained in some triple (ii) of &, . And 
if y, = y’, y, = y’ + 1 and qB(u2, us) = uP,,(r+, u;) (bPB(~I, ul)), then P is 
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contained in some triple (ii) ((iii)) of /3”,,,, of bxv,,,, where u satisfies 
h?B(Ul, ul) = au (&fB(% 9 u;) = bu). 
(ii) Suppose it is not the above case, then there is no B such that 
{(0, 0), (pi, u;), (u2, u;)} c B E p. Since p forms an S(3,4, 16), there is B 
such that ((0, 0), ( a,, u;), (u,, us)} c B Eb Assume ~&,, u;) = a and 
qB(uz, u;) = b. Setting y” = y, + y’, as B & $ from the Step 2 of the 
preceding section we can see there exist x and u such that B E p,,,,,. It 
follows that P is contained in some triple (i) of /Iv,,,, of ,#xvy, where 
y =y, + y’. Other cases of the images of (u,, u;) and (uz, us) under 1+7~ are 
similar to the former and will be omitted here. 
Now it remains only to show that condition (C,,) is also satisfied. With 
this we shall point out how to construct a system of mappings vB meeting 
the case. If B is a triple of /I,, of /?, any mapping vB of B onto Ff fulfills the 
requirement. If B is a triple of the form (i) of /I”,,,, (u’ = y’ + a), and B = 
{(u,, uA,YJ, (u,, u;,Y,), (u2, uS,Y~)}, then we define Ve(Ui, Uf,Yi) = 
gBB’(ui, uf) for each i E I,, where B’ = ((0, 01, (q,, G), (ul, ~2, (u,, 411. 
And ,if B is a triple of the form (ii) or (iii) of p”,,,, (u’ =y’ + a) and x E B, 
thenwedefineyl,(x)=l ifxE{co,(O,O,O), (O,O,l)},~~(x)=a+yifx= 
(u, u’, y) and (u, u’) # (0,O). Inspecting each of 5 types of pairs which we 
have dealt with above, we are sure that for these established mappings we the 
condition (C,,) is satisfied. 
Thus we have proved what we had obtained is really an LAD,(ll) and 
from Theorem 8 we can deduce 
THEOREM 10. If D(1 + 12~) = 12n - 1 and n is an odd number, then 
D(i + 132n) = 132n - 1. 
APPENDIX 
Let m be an even number, X be a set of 3m elements, and /r be a set of 
unordered pairs which partitions the set X. Further let there be given 3m - 2 
AD*[X]: AD? = {/3& ) (i,y) E (I, x F&\{(O, 0)}}, jE 13,,,-*, which satisfy 
conditions (C,,)-(C,,). Naturally, we are concerned whether condition (C,,) 
can also be satisfied. And if so, naturally, we also hope to find out a system 
of mappings pue so that a construction of LAD,(m) is completed. Let /3 = 
U,EI,,-z/3/0. Since p consists of m(3m - 2) blocks, we can see from (C,,) 
that every block of /3 contains no pair of /r. Regarding each block of /3 as a 
point and each pair of points B, and B, as being adjacent if and only if 
IB, n B,I = 2, we obtain a cubic graph (e.g., see [5, p. 15]), this can be seen 
from the condition (C,,). Such an obtained graph is denoted by G,. For 
example, the graph G, derived from the LAD,(4) given in Section 6 has two 
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connected components, each of which forms a dodecahedron as shown in 
Fig. 1 (for labels see Sect. 6). 
We denote by E the set of lines of G,. If there is a system of mappings 
c+& B -+ F, (one mapping coB for each B E /I) having the property: 
(1) (p&x) + P&X’) + qoe (x) + pea, (x’) = 1 whenever x # x’, B, 
B’E/3, and {x,x’}=BnB’; then we can define a mapping &,:PXE+F2 
by 
(2) @-,(B, e) = 0 if B and e are not incident with each other, and 
(3) @,(B, e) = puB(xI) + (pUB(x2), if e joins B and B’, x, #x2, and 
BnB’= {x1,x2}. 
Of course, we confine ourselves here to take u = 0 for now. It is easy to 
see that &, has the following properties (U = 0): 
(4) p,(B, e,) + &(B, e2) + @-,(B, eJ = 0, if e, , e, and e3 are all distinct 
and incident with B; and 
(5) @,(B,, e) + pu(B2, e) = 1, if e is incident with both B, and B, 
(B, f &). 
Conversely, if there is a mapping &: /3 x E -+ F, having the properties (2), 
(4), and (5) of the case u = 0, then there must exist a system of mappings 
‘pas: B + F, (B E /I) having property (1). We thus have a system of IpI+ IEl 
linear equations over F, by (4) and (5). If we sum (4) and (5) over (B, e) 
running through a connected component of G,, the sum on the left must 
vanish since G, is a cubic graph. This is a linear relation between left-hand 
sides of these equations. Moreover, it is apparent that any linear relation 
between left-hand sides is a combination of such relations. Therefore we 
conclude that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
system of mappings +9,, satisfying (1) is that every connected component of 
the graph G, has an even number of lines. 
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Apart from qoe if there still exist mappings ~“a and condition (C,,) is 
satisfied, then for each u we can define &,: fi X E -+ Fz satisfying (2)-(5). For 
each pair of B and o there is exactly one line e such that it is incident with B 
and @,(B, e) = &(B, e) as can be seen from (C&; and in this case, for 
every B’ E p we always have @,(B’, e) = &,(B’, e) as can be seen from (2) 
and (5). Again if each of e and e’ is incident with B, z, # u’, +,(B, e) = 
&(B, e), and &,,(B, e’) = r&(B, e’), then certainly e # e’. Thus that condition 
(C,,) is satisfied does imply that the line-chromatic number (e.g., see [5, 
p. 1331) of G, is equal to 3. Conversely, it is easy to see that if there exists a 
system of mappings pee satisfying (1) and the line-chromatic number of G, 
is 3, then there must exist mappings pUB satisfying (C,,). The discussion 
above may be summarized in the following: 
THEOREM Il. If there are 3m - 2 AD** [X] (1X1= 3m) satisfying 
conditions (C,,)-(C,,), then a necessary and sufJicient condition for the 
existence of a system of mappings pue satisfying (C,,) so that a construction 
of LAD,(m) is completed is that every connected component of the cubic 
graph G, determined by these 3m - 2 AD * [X] has an even number of lines 
and its line-chromatic number is equal to 3. 
It is well known that if a cubic graph has a hamiltonian cycle, then its 
line-chromatic number is equal to 3 (e.g., see [ 1, p. 191]). The system of 
mappmgs pue given in Section 6 was thus derived from a solution of the 
famous Hamilton’s problem of round tour of this would be as shown in 
Fig. 1. 
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